
Quantum Theory 2015/16

Synopsis

In this course we will review the fundamental ideas of quantum mechanics, introduce the path
integral for a non-relativistic point particle, and use it to derive time dependent perturbation
theory, the Born series for nonrelativistic scattering, and Feynman perturbation theory. The
course ends with an introduction to relativistic quantum mechanics and some of the ideas
of quantum field theory.

This course is intended primarily for advanced-undergraduate (SH & IM) and graduate stu-
dents (MSc) of Mathematical Physics, Theoretical Physics and Mathematics (& Physics)
but it may be taken - either seriously or on a ‘sitting in’ basis - by Astrophysics, Computa-
tional Physics and Physics students, and indeed by anyone else interested in understanding
non-relativistic and relativistic quantum theory. Prior attendance at a third-year undergrad-
uate course on quantum mechanics is (almost?) essential. Prior attendance at Lagrangian
Dynamics and Honours Complex Variables or Complex Analysis is strongly recommended,
Methods of Mathematical Physics would also be useful. Quantum Theory complements the
fourth-year Quantum Physics course, but is more advanced.

Syllabus

1. Quantum kinematics: slit experiments, Hilbert space, Dirac notation, complete sets of
states, operators and observables, space as a continuum, wave number and momentum.

2. Time evolution: the amplitude for a path, the Feynman path integral, relation to the
classical equations of motion and the Hamilton-Jacobi equations.

3. Evaluating the path integral for the free particle and the harmonic oscillator. Deriva-
tion of the Schrödinger equation from the path integral. The Schrödinger and Heisen-
berg pictures for time dependence in quantum mechanics. The transition amplitude as
a Green function. Charged particle in an EM field, Aharonov-Bohm effect, Transition
elements, Ehrenfest’s Theorem and Zitterbewegung.

4. Time-dependent perturbation theory using path integrals: time ordering and the Dyson
series, perturbative scattering theory, the Born series, differential cross-sections, the
operator formulation, time dependent transitions.

5. Feynman perturbation theory and Feynman diagrams.

6. Relativistic quantum theory: the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations. Negative energy
solutions, spin, necessity for a many particle interpretation. Brief introduction to the
basic ideas of quantum field theory.



Recommended Textbooks

As a stimulating introduction to the course:

Lectures on Physics, Volume III, RP Feynman.

The course doesn’t follow any book in detail, but the following textbooks contain material
that is closest to the level of the course:

Quantum Mechanics and Path Integrals, RP Feynman and AR Hibbs – the original text on
the subject: rather old and a little rather long-winded but probably closest to the course.
New: “Emended Edition” by Daniel Styer (Dover Publications) – cheap!

Principles of Quantum Mechanics, R Shankar.

Modern Quantum Mechanics, JJ Sakurai.

See also the second half of the book:

Path Integrals in Physics, Volume I: Stochastic Processes and Quantum Mechanics, M Chaichian
and A Demichev.

More advanced texts:

Path Integrals in Quantum Mechanics, Statistics, Polymer Physics, and Financial Markets,
H Kleinert – possibly the most complete of all texts on path integrals, but rather long. . .

Path Integrals in Quantum Mechanics, J Zinn-Justin – ditto, but somewhat less verbose
than Kleinert.

Quantum Theory, A Wide Spectrum, EB Manoukian – possibly the most comprehensive
book on Quantum Theory there is, and it’s available electronically (i.e. free! ) from Springer
via the University Library website.

Examples

Problem solving is the best way to learn and understand mathematical physics. For this
course there will be ten two-hour tutorial workshops during which students should work
through the week’s tutorial problems.

I will be available in my office to answer any remaining questions about the lectures and the
associated problem sheets – so feel free to drop in at any time.

Written solutions will be provided to the problems – eventually. However, it is essential
that each student intending to take the course seriously makes a determined attempt to
construct their own solutions to the problems (peferably before the appropriate problems
class), so that any difficulties he or she finds during the course of solving the problems may
be resolved during the class.

Brian Pendleton
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